We present a learning-based approach to the semantic indexing of multimedia content using cues derived from audio, visual, and text features. We approach the problem by developing a set of statistical models for a predefined lexicon. Novel concepts are then mapped in terms of the concepts in the lexicon. To achieve robust detection of concepts, we exploit features from multiple modalities, namely, audio, video, and text. Concept representations are modeled using Gaussian mixture models (GMM), hidden Markov models (HMM), and support vector machines (SVM). Models such as Bayesian networks and SVMs are used in a latefusion approach to model concepts that are not explicitly modeled in terms of features. Our experiments indicate promise in the proposed classification and fusion methodologies: our proposed fusion scheme achieves more than 10% relative improvement over the best unimodal concept detector.
INTRODUCTION
Large digital video libraries require tools for representing, searching, and retrieving content. One possibility is the query-by-example (QBE) approach, in which users provide (usually visual) examples of the content they seek. However, such schemes have some obvious limitations, and since most users wish to search in terms of semantic-concepts rather than by visual content [1] , work in the video retrieval area has begun to shift from QBE to query-by-keyword (QBK) approaches, which allow the users to search by specifying their query in terms of a limited vocabulary of semanticconcepts. This paper presents an overview of an ongoing IBM project which is developing a trainable QBK system for the labeling and retrieval of generic multimedia semanticconcepts in video; it will focus, in particular, upon the detection of semantic-concepts using information cues from multiple modalities (audio, video, speech, and potentially videotext). 1
Our approach
We approach semantic labeling as a machine learning problem. We begin by assuming the a priori definition of a set of atomic semantic-concepts (objects, scenes, and events) which is assumed to be broad enough to cover the semantic query space of interest. By atomic semantic-concepts, we mean concepts such as sky, music, water, speech, and so forth, which cannot be decomposed or represented straightforwardly in terms of other concepts. Concepts that can be described in terms of other concepts are then defined as highlevel concepts. Clearly, the definition of high-level concepts depends, to some extent, on the variety of atomic concepts defined; this distinction is being made for practical purposes. We note that these concepts are defined independently of the modality in which they are naturally expressed (i.e., an atomic concept can be multimodal and a high-level concept can be unimodal etc.).
The set of atomic concepts are annotated manually in audio, speech, and/or video within a set of "training" videos. Examples of concepts occurring in audio include rocket engine explosion, music, and speech, for video, an outdoor scene, a rocket object, fire/smoke, sky, and faces. The annotated training data is then used to develop explicit statistical models of these atomic concepts; each such model can then be used to automatically label occurrences of the corresponding concept in new videos. However, semantic-concepts of interest to users are often at the high-level. Examples of these high-level concepts are typically sparse. Thus, rather than constructing models for each of these high-level concepts directly as for the atomic concepts, more complicated statistical models are constructed that combine information from existing atomic (or even higher-level) models as well as the information in the manually labeled training data. As with atomic concepts, the resulting high-level semantic models are then used to label new videos.
There are several challenges to be overcome in such a system. Firstly, low-level features appropriate for labeling atomic concepts must be identified (different features may be appropriate for different concepts) and appropriate scheme(s) for modeling these features are to be selected. The paucity of examples for many concepts will be an important factor in the choice of a modeling scheme. In addition, we need techniques for segmenting objects automatically from video. This paper assumes that segmented regions are available both for training and testing. However, we have investigated automated segmentation from video as part of our ongoing work. Secondly, high-level concepts must be linked to the presence (or absence) of other concepts (either within a modality or across) and statistical models for combining these concept models into a high-level model must be chosen. Thirdly, cutting across these levels, information from multiple modalities must be integrated or fused. Fusion could occur at various levels: low-level features, within atomic concept models, or by combining several atomic-concept models within a multimodal high-level concept models. In this paper, we focus on the modeling of atomic concepts and on the representation of high-level concepts. We use The rest of the paper is described below. Section 2 presents a detailed overview of the proposed semanticcontent analysis system. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 describe the concept lexicon and the annotation process. Section 2.3 describes schemes for semantic-concept modeling. Sections 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 detail the single-modality concept-modeling schemes used. Section 2.7 then describes schemes for concept retrieval which integrate cues from all of the modalities. Section 3 evaluates these techniques using the NIST 2001 Video TREC corpus [15] . The paper ends with conclusions and outlines possible future work.
SEMANTIC-CONTENT ANALYSIS SYSTEM
The proposed IBM system for semantic-content analysis and retrieval comprises three components: (i) tools for defining a lexicon of semantic-concepts and annotating examples of those concepts within a set of training videos; (ii) schemes for automatically learning the representations of semantic-concepts in the lexicon based on the labeled examples; (iii) tools supporting data retrieval using the (defined) semantic-concepts.
As a starting point, our unit of semantic labeling and retrieval is a camera shot. Future work will address whether this is the most effective unit for semantic-concept labeling. The overall framework is illustrated in Figure 1. 
Lexicon of semantic-concepts
The lexicon of semantic-concepts defines the working set of intermediate-and high-level concepts, covering events, scenes, and objects. These concepts are defined independently of the modality in which their cues occur: whilst some are naturally expressed in one modality over the other (e.g., music is an audio concept, whereas sky is a visual concept), others require annotation across modalities, for example, a person talking versus, a person singing. The lexicon is, in principle, extendable by users.
While it is difficult to impose a strict hierarchy on semantic-concepts, some of them may be defined in terms of feature representations while others may have to be defined in terms of a set of such concepts themselves. For example, semantic-concepts such as sky, music, water, speech, and so forth, can be represented directly in terms of media feature representations. There are other concepts that may only be inferred partially from other detected concepts and partially from feature representations. For example, the semantic-concept parade may need to be described in terms of a collection of people, a particular type of accompanying music, and a particular context in which the video clip may be interpreted as a parade.
Annotating a corpus
Manually labeled training data is required in order to learn the representations of each concept in the lexicon. We have built tools that allow users to annotate video sequences with concepts from the lexicon. Annotation of visual data is performed at shot level; since concepts of objects (e.g., rockets and cars) may occupy only a region within a shot, tools also allow users to associate object labels with an individual region in a key-frame image by specifying manual bounding boxes (MBB). Annotation of audio data is performed by specifying time spans over which each audio concept (such as speech) occurs. Speech segments are then manually transcribed. Multimodal annotation follows with synchronized playback of audio and video during the annotation process. This permits the annotator to use the video to potentially disambiguate audio events and vice versa. Figure 2 shows the multimodal annotation interface. See also Marc Davis' Media Streams [16] for a video annotation interface. Media Streams presents a lexicon of semantic-concepts in terms of a well-designed set of icons. Media Streams allows for the creation of novel semantic-concepts by allowing users to create compound icons from the lexicon. Media Streams does not, however, allow the annotator to provide explicit object boundaries, audio-segment boundaries, and so forth. Also, Media Streams does not differentiate between audio, visual, and multimodal concepts, as in our annotation interface. In addition, the lexicon used by our annotation interface is an XML document that can be edited from within the tool or can be easily edited/changed with any XML editor. We envision the user switching to appropriate lexicons for different tasks and domains.
Learning semantic-concepts from features
Mapping low-level features to semantics is a challenging problem. This is further complicated by the paucity of training examples. Given the labeled training data, useful features must be extracted and used to construct a representation of each atomic concept. For the purposes of this paper, human knowledge is used to determine the type of features (e.g., color histograms, motion vectors, pitch trajectories, spectral features, and pertinent words) that are appropriate for each concept; future work will automate this feature selection step. In this paper, atomic concepts are modeled using features from a single modality and the integration of cues from multiple modalities occurs only within models of high-level concepts (a late integration approach); use of earlier integration schemes and multimodal models for atomic concepts will be addressed in future work. For instance, Neti et al. [17] have explored several early fusion techniques such as discriminant feature fusion, HMM-based early fusion, and so on, in the context of audiovisual speech recognition. Iyengar and Neti [18] presented an early fusion approach for joint audiovisual speaker change detection. In this paper, the focus is on the joint analysis of audio, visual, and textual modalites for the semantic modeling of video. We employ a late-fusion approach for combining modalities. Since the unit of retrieval is a video shot, our effort has been to focus on fusion at the shot level. However, for some concepts such as monologues, it may be appropriate to focus on the intrashot fusion of modalites.
We now introduce the two main modeling approaches investigated in this paper: probabilistic modeling of semantic-concepts and events using models such as GMMs, HMMs, and Bayesian networks and discriminant approaches such as support vector machines (SVMs).
Probabilistic modeling for semantic classification
In the simplest form, we model a semantic-concept as a class conditional probability density function over a feature space. Given a set of semantic-concepts and a feature observation, we choose the label as that class conditional density which results in the maximum likelihood of the observed feature.
In practice, the true class conditional densities are not available, so assumptions must be made as to their form and their parameters estimated using training data. Common choices are GMMs for independent observation vectors and HMMs for time series data. A GMM [19] defines a probability density function of an n-dimensional observation vector x given a model M,
where µ i is an n-dimensional vector, Σ i is an n × n matrix, and π i is the mixing weight for the ith gaussian. An HMM [20] allows us to model a sequence of observations (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) as having been generated by an unobserved state sequence s 1 , . . . , s n with a unique starting state s 0 , giving the probability of the model M generating the output sequence as (2) where the probability q(x i |s i−1 , s i ) can be modeled using a GMM (1), for instance, and p(s i | i−1 ) are the state transition probabilities. We do maximum-likelihood estimation of both the GMMs and the HMMs using the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [21] .
Discriminant techniques: support vector machines
The reliable estimation of class conditional parameters in the previous section requires large amounts of training data for each class, but for many semantic-concepts of interest, this may not be available; in addition, the forms assumed for class conditional distributions may not be the most appropriate. Use of a more discriminant learning approach requiring fewer parameters and assumptions may yield better results for this application; SVMs with radial basis function kernels [22] are one possibility.
An SVM tries to find a best-fitting hyperplane that maximizes the generalization capability while minimizing misclassification errors. Assume that we have a set of training samples (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and their corresponding labels (y 1 , . . . , y n ) where y i ∈ {−1, 1}, then SVMs map the samples to a higher-dimensional space using a predefined nonlinear mapping Φ(x) and solve a minimization problem in this high-dimensional space that finds a suitable linear hyperplane separating the two classes (w · Φ(x i ) + b), subject to minimizing the misclassification cost,
where i is a scalar value. If x i is to be misclassified, we must have i > 1 and hence the number of errors is less than i i . If we add a penalty for misclassifying training samples, it can be shown that the best hyperplane is found by minimizing |w| 2 + C( i i ), where C is a constant that controls the misclassification cost. It can be shown that [22] this is equivalent to minimizing a dual problem
If the projected dimensionality is high, then it becomes computationally intensive dealing with terms of the type Φ(x i ) · Φ(x j ); however, if we have a suitable kernel function such that
, then we never need to know what Φ is and can solve the optimization problem. Common choices for these kernel functions are polynomial kernels, radial basis functions, and so forth. We note that this linear hyperplane in the high-dimensional space results in a nonlinear separation surface in the original feature space. For more details, see Vapnik [22] .
Learning visual concepts
We now describe the specific approaches for modeling concepts in the different modalities. In case of static visual scenes or objects, the class conditional density functions of the feature vector under the true and null hypotheses are modeled as mixtures of multidimensional Gaussians. Temporal flow is not considered for static objects and scenes. In case of events and objects with spatio-temporal support, we use HMMs with multivariate Gaussian mixture observation densities in each state for modeling the time series of the feature vectors of all the frames within a shot under the null and true hypotheses. In the case of temporal support, X is assumed to represent the time series of the feature vectors within a single video shot.
In this paper, we compare the performance of GMMs and SVMs for the classification of static scenes and objects. In both cases, the features being modeled are extracted from regions in the video or from the entire frame depending on the type of the concept.
Learning audio concepts
The scheme for modeling audio-based atomic concepts, such as silence, rocket engine explosion, or music, begins with the annotated audio training set described earlier. Regions corresponding to each class are segmented from the audio and the low-level features extracted. One obvious modeling scheme uses these features to train a GMM for each concept. However, this ignores the duration properties of the audio events; the use of these GMMs to label new (or even training) videos (by assigning each frame in the new data to the most likely generating concept) may yield implausibly short events.
One scheme for incorporating duration modeling is as follows: an HMM is used to model each audio concept and each state in a given HMM has the same observation distribution, namely, the GMM trained in the previous scheme. 2 This can be viewed as imposition of a minimum-duration constraint on the temporal extent of the atomic labels.
Given a set of HMMs, one for each audio concept, during testing (labeling new videos), we use the following schemes to compute the confidences of the different hypotheses.
Scheme 1: We estimate the fractional presence of the different atomic concepts in a shot using the HMMs to generate an N-best list at each audio frame and then average these scores over the duration of the shot.
Scheme 2: We notice that there are variations in the absolute values of these scores due to variations in the shot lengths and the thresholds chosen for generating the N-best list, and so forth. For example, a lower threshold allows for more hypotheses at any one time but also allows a hypothesis to be valid for a longer duration. To counter these variations, we normalize these scores by dividing each concept score by the sum of all the concept scores in a particular shot. The scores are now indicative of the relative strengths of the different hypotheses in a given shot rather than their absolute values.
Representing concepts using speech
Speech cues may be derived from one of two sources: manual transcriptions such as close captioning, where available, or the results of automatic speech recognition (ASR) on the speech segments of the audio. Retrieval of shots relevant to a particular concept is performed in the same manner as standard text-retrieval systems, for example, [24] . Firstly, given transcriptions of either type, the transcriptions must be split into documents and preprocessed ready for retrieval. Documents are defined here in two ways: the words corresponding to a shot or words occurring symmetrically around the center of a shot. (The latter reflects a belief that in highly edited videos, speech cues may occur not just within the unit of the (potentially short) shot, but also in surrounding shots; "surrounding shots" might profitably be defined as "shots in the same scene as the shot of interest," but there is no scene detection in the current system.) This document construction scheme gives a straightforward mapping between documents and shots. The word time marks, necessary to determine the mapping from word tokens to shots, can be obtained using either a forced alignment with an ASR system (for ground truth transcriptions) or directly from the ASR output (for the case of automatically produced transcriptions). The words in each document are then tagged with part of speech (e.g., noun phrase), which enables morphological decomposition to reduce each word to its morph. Finally, stop words are removed using a standard stop-words list.
The procedure for labeling a particular semantic-concept using speech information alone assumes the a priori definition of a set of query terms pertinent to that concept. One straightforward scheme for obtaining such a set of query terms automatically would be to use the most frequent words occurring within shots (or their associated documents) annotated by a particular concept (modulo some stop list, and perhaps incorporating some concept of inverse document frequency); the set might also be derived (or the previous set refined) using human knowledge or word net [25] . Tagging, morphologically analyzing, and applying the stop list to this set of words (in the same way as was applied to the database documents) yield a set of query terms Q for use in retrieving the concept of interest. Retrieval of shots containing the concept then proceeds by ranking documents against Q according to their Okapi [7, 24, 26] score, as in standard text retrieval, which provides a ranking of shots.
Learning multimodal concepts
In the previous sections, we detailed concept models in the individual modalities. Each of these models is used to generate scores for these concepts in unseen video. One or more of these concept scores are then combined or fused within models of high-level concepts, which may in turn contribute scores to other high-level concepts. In our current system, this is the step at which information cues from one or more modalities are integrated. (Recall the atomic-concept models used in the system at present that use information from a single modality.)
Assuming a priori definition of the set of intermediate concepts relevant to the higher-level concept, then retrieval of the high-level concepts is a two-class classification problem (concept present or absent) similar to Section 2.4. It is amenable to similar solutions: the modeling of class conditional densities or more discriminative techniques such as SVMs. In this work, the features used in the high-level models will always be scores (as obtained from the atomicconcept models). This is partly to counter the paucity of examples of annotated high-level concepts. In addition, we believe we can build richer models that exploit the interrelationships between atomic concepts, which may not be possible if we model these high-level concepts in terms of their features. We note here that the scores can be likelihood ratios, log likelihoods, SVM classification scores, results of the Okapi formula, and so on. When we fuse the scores in a Bayesian setting, we normalize the scores and effectively treat them as "probabilities" (specifically, posterior probability of a concept, given an observation).
We now detail the two different late-fusion approaches we investigated in this paper. In the first approach, we use a Bayesian network to combine audio, visual, and textual information. Next, we illustrate our novel approach of representing semantic-concepts in terms of a "basis" vector of other semantic-concepts and using a discriminant framework to combine these concept scores together.
Inference using graphical models
A variety of models can be used to model the class conditional distribution of scores; in this work, the models used are Bayesian networks of various topologies and parameterizations. Bayesian networks allows us to graphically specify a particular form of the joint probability density function. Figure 3a represents just one of many possible Bayesian network model structures for integrating scores from atomicconcept models, in which the scores from each intermediate concept are assumed to be conditionally independent given the concept's presence or absence; the parameters for the model (prior to concept presence and the assumed forms of conditional distributions on scores) can be estimated from training data. For example, in Figure 3a , the joint probability function encoded by the Bayesian network, is
P(E, A, V, T) = P(E)P(A/E)P(V/E)P(T/E),
where E is a binary random variable representing the presence or absence of the high-level concept we are modeling and A, V , and T are the acoustic, visual, and textual scores, respectively.
Classifying concepts using SVMs
In this approach, the scores from all the intermediate concept classifiers are concatenated into a vector, and this is used as the feature in the SVM. This is illustrated in Figure 3b . We can view the classifiers as nonlinear functions that take points in n and map them into a scalar, that is, C(x) :
n → , where x is an n-dimensional feature vector and C is a classifier that operates on this feature vector. We make the claim that points that are near in the feature space produce similar scores when operated on by these classifiers. This is a reasonable assertion given classifiers such as GMMs, HMMs, and SVMs. Now, if you consider a cluster in the feature space, this maps into a 1-dimensional cluster of scores for any given classifier. If we consider a set of classifiers, the combination of this 1-dimensional cluster of scores will now map into a cluster in this semantic feature space. We can then view the SVM for fusion as operating in this new "feature" space and finding a decision boundary. This is illustrated in Figure 4 for a 2-dimensional feature space and 2 classifiers. In this example, there is no advantage in terms of dimensionality reduction going from the 2-dimensional feature space to the 2-classifier "semantic" space. However, in a typical situation, the input feature space can be fairly large compared to the number of classifiers, and here we expect the dimensionality reduction to be useful.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We now demonstrate the application of the semantic-content analysis framework described in Section 2 to the task of detecting several semantic-concepts from the NIST Video TREC 2001 corpus. Annotation is applied at the level of camera shots. We first present results for concepts based on low-level features. These include visual concepts like sky, rocket-object, outdoor, and fire/smoke and audio concepts like speech, music, and rocket engine explosion. We then show how a new concept, rocket launch, could be inferred, based on more than one detected concept. 
The corpus
For the experiments reported in this paper, we use a subset of the NIST Video TREC 2001 corpus, which comprises production videos derived from sources such as NASA and OpenVideo Consortium. Some of the clips contain footage of NASA activities including the space program.
We use 7 videos comprising 1248 video shots. The 7 videos describe NASA activities including its space program. They are sequences entitled anni005, anni006, anni009, anni010, nad28, nad30, and nad55 in the TREC 2001 corpus. The examination of the corpus justifies our hypothesis that the integration of cues from multiple modalities is necessary to achieve good concept labeling or retrieval performance. Of 78 manually annotated rocket launch shots, only 51 contain speech and only a subset of those contain rocket launch related words. The most pertinent audio cues are music and rocket engine explosion, found in 84% and 60% of manually labeled audio samples, respectively. This is due to the highly produced nature of the video content. 3 In the visual side, the rocket shots are from a variety of poses, and in many cases, the rocket exhaust completely occludes the rocket object. Therefore, it seems unlikely that any single audio, speech, or visual cue could retrieve all relevant examples.
Preprocessing and feature extraction

Visual shot detection and feature extraction
Shot segmentation of these videos was performed using the IBM CueVideo toolkit [27, 28] . Key frames are selected from each shot and low-level features representing color, structure, and shape are extracted.
Color
A normalized, linearized 4 3-channel HSV histogram is used, with 6 bins each, for hue (H), saturation (S), and 12 bins for intensity (V). The invariance to size, shape, intraframe motion, and their relative insensitivity to noise makes color histograms the most popular features of color content description. 
Structure
To capture the structure within each region, a Sobel operator with a 3 × 3 window is applied to each region and the edge map is obtained. Using this edge map, a 24-bin histogram of edge directions is obtained as in [29] . The edge direction histogram is a robust representation of shape [30] .
Shape
Moment invariants as in Dudani et al. [31] are used to describe the shape of each region. For a binary image mask, the central moments are given by
where x and y are the image coordinates, x and y are the mean values of the x and y coordinates, respectively, and the order of the central moment µ pq is p + q. In all, 56 features are extracted to represent the visual properties of the region. Note that regions of interest around objects are specified manually during testing and training at present; automating this process for testing is the subject of current research. Note that this may be a simpler problem than object segmentation; we are interested in accurate concept classification, which may be possible without accurate extraction of object contours. A similar set/subset of features can be also obtained at the global level without segmentation and also at difference frames obtained using successive consecutive frames [2] .
Audio feature extraction
The low-level features used to represent audio are 24-dim mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), common in ASR systems. MFCCs are typically generated at 10 ms intervals with a sliding window that is 25 ms long. The 25 ms audio sample window is transformed to the frequency domain via Fourier transform and the pitch information is discarded. The Fourier coefficients are then filtered via triangle-shaped band-pass filters (mel filters) that are logarithmically spread in the frequency domain. The resulting filter outputs are then further transformed using a discrete cosine transform (DCT) resulting in MFCCs.
Lexicon
Our current lexicon comprises more than fifty semanticconcepts for describing events, sites, and objects with cues in audio, video, and/or speech. Only a subset is described in these experiments. Of these, the audio concepts and the visual concepts are detected independently and the event rocket launch is a highlevel concept that is inferred from the detected concepts in multiple modalities.
Evaluation metrics
The training examples of intermediate audio, visual, and speech concepts have been manually annotated in the corpus. Since data labeled with these events is limited, a crossvalidation or leaving-one-sequence-out strategy is adopted in these experiments: models are trained on all-but-one video sequence and tested on the held-out video sequence. The results presented is the combination of this 7-step crossvalidation. (Recall that we use a subset of 7 video sequences from the TREC 2001corpus.)
We measure retrieval performance using precision-recall curves. Precision is defined as the number of relevant documents (shots)/total retrieved documents, and recall is defined as the number of relevant documents/the total number of relevant documents in the database. In addition, an overall figure-of-merit (FOM) of retrieval effectiveness is used to summarize performance, defined as average precision over the top 100 retrieved documents.
Retrieval using models for visual features
We now present results on the detection of the visual concepts using GMMs and SVMs.
Results: GMM versus SVM classification
GMM classification builds a GMM for the positive and the negative hypotheses for each feature type (e.g., color histogram, edge direction histogram, etc.) for each semanticconcept. We then merge results across features for these multiple classifiers using the naive Bayes approach. Five Gaussian components are used in each GMM. We note here that we did not experiment with the number of Gaussians in these models. In case of SVM classification, a radial basis function is used with other parameters of the model experimentally chosen. Table 1 and GMM classifiers. Clearly, discriminant classification using SVMs outperforms GMM-based classification. This is because the SVM classifier needs to model less information in terms of what differentiates a positive example from a negative example and therefore requires less data to estimate parameters reliably. Figures 5 and 6 show the precision-recall curves for 4 different visual concepts using the two classification strategies. Each precision-recall curve compares the performance of the SVM classifier with the GMM classifier for each concept. Since we are interested in the range of recall and precision corresponding to a small number of retrieved items, we limit the plots to depict precision and recall for the first 100 items retrieved. Assuming that 20 items can be seen simultaneously on a screen, this assumes that the user is prepared to scroll through the first five screen shots, which, according to our experience, is a reasonable assumption. We note here that these precision-recall curves (and all other precision-recall curves reported in this paper) are interpolated. For example, since we have only 78 ground-truth examples for the rocket launch, we can only have recalls in multiples of 1/78. This implies that for some recall values, we have to estimate the precision in order to get a continuous curve. We interpolate in the document retrieved order. By this we mean the following: at every retrieved document, we calculate the recall as a fraction of the number of relevant documents retrieved so far and the precision as the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant. This choice has two implications. Firstly, the density of the curve is low at the low-recall regime and high at the high-recall regime. Secondly, the precision jumps up nonmonotonically every time we get a correct document. This explains the nonmonotonic nature of the graphs. To overcome this, some authors present a noninterpolated precision-recall curve where the precision is calculated only when a relevant document is retrieved and intermediate points are linearly interpolated. Table 1 , Figures 5, 6 bring out a very clear message. As in the case of the concepts outdoor and sky, when sufficient number of examples is available for training, the SVM classifiers lead to a very accurate retrieval performance with over 90% precision for most of the recall range. Interestingly, even with very small number of examples for training, the SVM classifiers still provide a reasonably accurate detection performance as observed in the case of rocket object and fire/smoke. In all cases, the SVM classifiers outperform the GMMs.
We note here that the rocket object model was highly correlated with rocket launch event. In our experiments, the rocket object model had a better precision-recall performance for rocket launch events compared to rocket object detection. Clearly, this is a case of erroneous annotation. In some shots containing rocket launches, the event was marked but a rocket object was not demarcated, thereby making a shot valid for rocket launch events but not for rocket objects. This is indicative of some of the challenges that we face in relying on an annotated corpus.
Retrieval using models for audio features
This section presents two sets of results: the first examines the effects of minimum duration modeling upon intermediate concept retrieval and the second examines different schemes for fusing scores from multiple audio-based intermediate concept models in order to retrieve the high-level rocket launch concept.
Results: minimum duration modeling
In the first experiment, we study the effect of using a tiedstates HMM for duration modeling of a single intermediate concept (rocket engine explosion). The states of the HMM are tied (the output probability distributions at each of the states are identical and is namely the GMM trained on the labeled features for a particular concept). We use a 5-state leftto-right HMM topology. Figure 7a compares the retrieval of the rocket engine explosion concept with HMM and GMM scores, respectively. Notice that the HMM model has significantly higher precision for all recall values compared to the GMM model. Since the minimum duration constraint requires a minimum number of frames to be classified in the same way, this scheme possibly reduces both false positives and false negatives (by not allowing isolated misclassified frames). This effect and the optimal minimum duration length needs to be investigated further. Table 2 shows the FOM for the 4 different audio concepts, using HMMs for the atomic classifiers.
Results: fusion of scores from multiple audio models
The first approach investigated for score combination is an implicit fusion approach (Scheme 2 in Section 2.5), in which the score for a concept is now based on all other concept scores in a given shot
Shot scores for the rocket launch concept are based on the normalized (Scheme 2) score of the rocket engine cue. The second approach investigated is explicit fusion, in which we take the scores (from Scheme 1) of rocket engine explosion, music, speech, and speech + music and combine them using a Bayesian network. Figure 7b compares implicit and explicit fusion of the atomic audio concepts for the high-level concept (rocket launch) retrieval. Notice that the implicit fusion scheme has a significantly higher precision for all recall values. This is possibly because of the discriminative nature of the implicit fusion score. It reflects how dominant one audio cue is with respect to the others. Table 3 shows the FOM corresponding to Figures 7a and 7b. 
Retrieval using speech
This section presents two sets of results: the retrieval of the rocket launch concept using manually produced groundtruth transcriptions (analogous to closed captioning) and retrieval using transcriptions produced using ASR. For both cases, we investigate the effect of document length upon retrieval performance.
The speech-only retrieval experiments use the subset of video clips from TREC 2001, which have been manually transcribed. For the manually produced transcriptions, words were time-aligned to shots using the IBM HUB4 (broadcast news) ASR system [32] ; the speech recognition transcriptions were produced using the same system and the time marks are derived from the ASR output. Prior to generating the ASR, the audio data was preprocessed using an automatic speech/nonspeech segmenter. 5 The frame-level accuracy of the segmenter is 77% (speech 88%, nonspeech 59%). Very short segments are then merged. The ASR error rate over the manually transcribed 13-video retrieval subset is currently 29%. We investigated two schemes for deriving documents from these transcriptions. The first defines a document as comprising words corresponding to a single shot; the second defines documents as the 100 words symmetrically centered on the center of each shot, or the full set of words in the shot if this exceeds 100 words. In either case, there is a one-one correspondence between shots and documents. Two query term sets Q pertinent to rocket launches were used: the first training set-based query comprises query terms selected from amongst words frequent in rocket launch shots (engines, flight, lift, off, NASA, five, four, three, two, one, shuttle, space) and the second human knowledge-based query is obtained by asking users unfamiliar with the TREC corpus for words expected to be pertinent to the rocket launch event (NASA, ariane, rocket, launch, space, agency, nasda, satellite, spacecraft, space, shuttle, mission). We note that the training set-based query performs better than the latter since it comprises terms chosen with the knowledge of the test set. We chose this query to get a bound on the performance of sophisticated query processing. Figure 8 and Table 4 show retrieval results when using the human knowledge-based query. Firstly, it appears that shorter documents benefit retrieval in FOM terms and at low recall rates in the graph. The FOM results suggest there may be some benefit from further improving the ASR performance although at very low recall rates, the ASR-shot scheme actually outperforms the ground-truth-shot scheme. We attribute this to poor automatic time-alignments of the manual transcriptions: the videos contain long stretches of music and other nonspeech noise, and in those regions automatic alignment is not as reliable as in speech-only regions. Another important direction for future research appears to be query processing and selection of pertinent query terms: the FOM for ground-truth retrieval using the training set-based query is around 0.30 for both shot-and 100-word-document definitions, whereas Table 4 shows that the comparable FOMs when using the human knowledge-based query is around 0.15.
Retrieval using fusion of multiple modalities
This section presents results for rocket launch concept which is inferred from concept models based on multiple modalities. As mentioned in Section 2.7, we present results for two different integration schemes.
Bayesian network integration
A Bayesian network is used to combine the soft decision of the visual classifier for rocket object with the soft decision of the audio classifier for explosion in a model of the rocket launch concept. 6 In this network, all random variables are assumed to be binary valued. During the training phase, we clamp the node E with the ground truth (1 if rocket launch is present in the shot, else 0) while learning the parameters of the network in terms of conditional probability tables. During inference, we present the network with the probability of observing node A and V to be present. The probability of node E taking the value 1 is then inferred. In all cases, the scores emitted by the individual classifiers (rocket object and rocket engine explosion) are processed to fall into the 0-1 range by using the precision-recall curve as a guide. We map acceptable operating points on the precision-recall curve to the 0.5 probability. This is to make maximal and meaningful use of the dynamic range available to us. Figure 9 illustrates the results of using Bayesian networks for doing fusion. The figure shows the precision-recall performance for the first 100 documents retrieved. Note that the Bayesian network performs much better than either audio or visual models alone.
SVM integration
For fusion using SVMs, we took the scores from all semantic models (Audio: explosion, music, speech, speechmusic; Video: rocket, outdoors, sky, fire-smoke; Text: rocket 6 See Murphy's toolbox [33] for an explanation of soft evidence. launch), concatenating them into a 9-dimensional feature vector. During SVM training, the class label is clamped to the ground truth (1 for rocket launch shots and −1 for nonrocket launch shots) and the 10-dimensional vector is presented as the observation. The model is cross validated using the aforementioned leave-one-sequence-out approach. Figure 10 presents the precision-recall performance for the SVM fusion and Figure 11 presents qualitative evidence of the success of the SVM fusion approach. In the top 20 retrieved shots, there are 19 rocket launch shots. Table 5 summarizes the various models in terms of their FOM. Notice that results of both the fusion models are superior to the retrieval results of the individual modalities.
CONCLUSIONS
The paper presented an overview of a trainable QBK system for labeling semantic-concepts within unrestricted video.
Feasibility of the framework was demonstrated for the semantic-concept rocket launch, first for concept classification using information in single modalities and then for concept classification using information from multiple modalities. These experimental results, whilst preliminary, suffice to show that information from multiple modalities (visual, audio, speech, and potentially video text) can be successfully integrated to improve semantic labeling performance over that achieved by any single modality.
There is considerable potential for improving the schemes described for atomic and high-level concept classification. Future research directions include the utility of multimodal fusion in atomic concept models (using, e.g., coupled HMMs or other dynamic Bayesian networks), and the appropriateness of shot-level rather than scene-level (or other) labeling schemes. Schemes must also be identified for automatically determining the low-level features (from a predefined set of possibilities) which are most appropriate for labeling atomic concepts and for determining atomic concepts (amongst the predefined set of possibilities) which are related to higher-level semantic-concepts. In addition, the scalability of the scheme and its extension to much larger numbers of semantic-concepts must also be investigated.
